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Abstract 
 
 
Ever increasing expenses in global R&D and a stagnating R&D output have led to a disillusioning net 
balance that forces pharmaceutical companies to rethink their strategy. Defining therapeutic area (TA) 
strategies today has little to do with “company-heritage”. Already existing resources or established 
expertise no longer deduce the future therapeutic area strategy. Instead, companies need to consider 
commercialization opportunities and the competitive situation. 
  
As a consequence, we have seen that many pharmaceutical companies radically shift their R&D ac-
tivities – a decision that will determine the future success of a company to a high extend. Defining a 
therapeutic area strategy, therefore, has to follow a systematic funnel identifying attractive segments 
from a company's perspective. A multi-stage process is necessary to deduce the new TA strategy.  
 
Such approach will be successful when leveraging all available sources of knowledge within a com-
pany and making best use of additional data and external expert support. 
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Companies need to rethink their Therapeutic Area St rategy 
 
Pharmaceutical companies increasingly feel the pressure of having to adjust their R&D focus. Over 
recent years companies have left well-established R&D areas, have given up on the experience and 
know-how they have built over decades and entered new therapeutic areas. Why is that so? 
 
If you have followed the press carefully during the last months, you will have noticed that Pfizer gave 
up large parts of its Cardiovascular diseases research, that Merck Serono withdrew from Diabetes 
research, that Bayer Schering will stop its own research activities in the field of Bacterial Infections 
and that Roche handed over its Antibiotics and Dermatology research to Basilea, to name just a few 
examples. (see Abb. 1)  
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Abb. 1 
Announcements of companies to leave certain areas in R&D

� Anaemia1, Obesity 1, Liver fibrosis1, Osteoarthritis1, Bone health 1

� Cardiovascular 1, Atherosclerosis/Hyperlipidemia 1
� Anaemia1, Obesity 1, Liver fibrosis1, Osteoarthritis1, Bone health 1

� Cardiovascular 1, Atherosclerosis/Hyperlipidemia 1

� Antibiotics and Dermatology (integration into Basilea)2� Antibiotics and Dermatology (integration into Basilea)2

� Diabetes research & development stopped4

� Theramex (women’s health) sold to Teva5
� Diabetes research & development stopped4

� Theramex (women’s health) sold to Teva5

� Viral & Bacterial Infections discontinued3� Viral & Bacterial Infections discontinued3

� Own oncological R&D stopped6

� Majority of Altana ’s former activities stopped
� Own oncological R&D stopped6

� Majority of Altana ’s former activities stopped

1) USA today (2009)   2) Pressrelease Basilea (2000)   3) Chemie.de (2006) 4) Pressrelease Merck-Serono (2007)  5) Press release Merck-Serono (2010)  6) Pharmanews.eu (2008)   7) Euro 
Pharma Today (2010)
Source: CEPTON Strategies

� Discovery research in depression, anxiety and pain stopped7

 
 
There are many reasons for this development! Despite ever increasing expenses in global R&D the 
output in terms of new medical entities (NME) has been stagnating, even decreasing, in recent years 
(see fig. 2) – a disillusioning net balance that forces pharmaceutical companies to rethink their strat-
egy. 

 
Fig. 2 
Relation of revenues, R&D investment and output of NMEs in the global pharmaceuticals industry

Source: CEPTON Strategies
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When looking at R&D outputs in detail, you will see that years 2004 to 2008 saw a continuous in-
crease in the number of Phase 1 projects whereas the number of Phase 3 projects, and even worse, 
the projects that reached marketing authorization, decreased by approximately 40%. To put it in sim-
ple words, during the last ten years, a considerably higher input, in terms of value and resources, has 
generated a considerably lower output. To make the situation worse, there also has been a relative 
increase in R&D costs – per patient – due to the growing number of regulatory requirements and pro-
cedures. 
Taking all terminated projects into account (projects that do not reach official marketing authorization) 
that a company had to go through to come up with the NME, the overall costs sum up to one billion 
USD. 
 
But significant changes did not only occur with regard to R&D. Companies are also forced to handle 
significant changes with regard to the market, that is the market commercialization of a product. 
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Market access limitations lead to a rethinking of the future marketing strategy and achievable price 
levels. Real cost--benefit analyses are necessary in order to establish the required data basis that 
proves that the innovation does not simply lead to higher cost of the therapy but has a significant posi-
tive cost-benefit ratio. Things become even more complicated when remembering that there are no 
established global standards for quantifying the benefit of innovations. Today companies have to deal 
with different cost-benefit standards from different regulatory authorities.   
 
As a consequence, major pharmaceutical companies are often forced to shift the focus of their re-
search & development activities. An industry-wide analysis of pipeline candidates by therapy area and 
indication demonstrates that even big, globally active pharmaceutical companies increasingly focus on 
niche markets. Molecular targeted therapies are spearheading a paradigm shift in oncology. Stratified 
strategies lead to products that are no more suitable for all patients, but can only be applied to a pre-
defined part of the population. Pharmaceutical companies favor therapeutic areas that do not focus on 
the huge number of general practitioners, but target niche markets and medical specialist areas. All in 
all, the global pharmaceutical industry is withdrawing from traditional R&D areas like Metabolic Dis-
eases, Cardiovascular Diseases, and Diabetes Mellitus, whereas niches like the Central Nervous Sys-
tem, Orthopedics or Endocrinology become increasingly attractive. 
  
Today the strategy of research-based companies cannot be solely based on the question of existing 
resources or of their established expertise in a particular field, instead, a given strategy has to include 
possible future commercialization options and the competitive intensity in the considered therapeutic 
area.  
 
Defining TA strategies today has little to do with “company-heritage”. Already existing resources or 
established expertise in a therapeutic area no longer deduce the future therapeutic area (TA) strategy 
of a company. Instead, companies need to consider future commercialization opportunities and the 
competitive situation. 

How to deduce a Therapeutic Area Strategy 
We have seen that many pharmaceutical companies radically question and shift their R&D activities. 
Companies do not only withdraw from traditional research areas, they even break with their roots and 
explore new, promising frontiers of research.   
 
Defining a TA strategy today has to follow a systematic funnel to identify attractive segments from a 
company's perspective. As illustrated by the figure below, a multi-stage process is necessary to de-
duce the new TA strategy of a pharmaceutical company. Targets with high potential are identified by 
systematic segmentation, a detailed analysis of the “unmet medical needs” and the market environ-
ment. 

1
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Disease / TA 
Segmentation
Disease / TA 
Segmentation

Medical and market 
analysis
Medical and market 
analysis

Opportunity review 
and quantification
Opportunity review 
and quantification

4
Attractiveness 
evaluation
Attractiveness 
evaluation

Source: CEPTON Strategies

5
Strategic options and 
option quantification
Strategic options and 
option quantification

Abb. 3 
A five step-approach is required to define a Therapeutic Area (TA) Strategy

• Which diseases do we want 
to treat?

• Where are the unmet needs?

Option A Option B Option C

- stratified by time, investment and risk -

Overview on universe of 
potential indications

Qualitative & quantitative 
description of segments

Attractive segments

Review of 
opportunities

Attractiveness 
grid

• Who are our competitors?
• What kind of treatment would 
it be?

• Which targets do exist?
• How will the target group look 
like?

• How does a case (per target) 
look like?

• What is needed to succeed?

• Which options exist?
• Which risks are we willing 
take?
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Such an approach can only be implemented if synergies between all available sources of knowledge 
and resources within a company are reaped. But even when using all in-house sources available, 
establishing a new TA strategy will depend on making additional data, knowledge and external expert 
know-how available. 
 
Beyond a given fundamental attractiveness and feasibility of certain R&D projects, the main question 
will be whether potential targets are available. Especially since pharmaceutical companies today de-
rive more than half of their new business from products they did not develop themselves. 
 
In order to assess the attractiveness of a strategic option, companies today do not only have to con-
sider the scientific feasibility of a project, but also the attainable price-level, based on comprehensive 
cost-benefit analyses, and future commercialization possibilities. Recently companies started to focus 
on specialist products in Oncology, Neurology and other niches – one reason being the higher price-
levels that can be achieved – and this way avoid the dilemma of increasing market access hurdles and 
decreasing price-levels in the traditional R&D areas. However, this development clearly shows that it 
cannot be an objective of the industry or a consequence of cost containment measures, to only focus 
on R&D activities for rare diseases and to start neglecting widespread diseases, just because these 
are commercially less attractive. Deducing a new therapeutic area strategy is influenced by diverse 
aspects. For this reason new strategy options virtually have to run through a filter that will answer all 
critical questions in five predefined steps. 

 

Segmentation 
As a first step, potentially interesting therapeutic segments (for example degenerative diseases of the 
Central Nervous System or Endocrine Diseases) have to be selected and brought into a systematic 
segmentation. An in-depth understanding of the existing indications, clinical endpoints and notably of 
the “unmet medical need” within the therapeutic area needs to be developed. Within a segment, sub-
indications can be identified, for which respective therapeutic pathways have to be investigated. In 
some cases it can make sense to identify complications of existing therapies or co-morbidities. Co-
morbidities may represent a way out of crowded primary care therapies. Consider, for example, the 
treatment of a Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus patient: There is no high unmet medical need, nor will the 
treatment be commercially attractive. By contrast, the complications of Diabetes Mellitus, such as 
Nephropathy, Neuropathy, Retinopathy and so on, can be highly attractive not only from a medical but 
also from a commercial point of view (see fig. 4). Of course, at this stage you already have to ask 
yourself whether an identified unmet medical need is a fit to your company’s preclinical and clinical 
R&D expertise. This way more than 2/3 of potential therapeutic areas are usually excluded in the first 
step of the pre-defined filter. 
 

Fig. 4 
Distinction of primary disease and secondary complications may reveal attractive areas for development

Source: CEPTON Strategies
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Medical and market analyses 
As a consequence of setting the R&D focus of a company on certain diseases or indications, all R&D 
resources of the company are aligned to the chosen focus. Before such a decision can be made – a 
decision that affects the work of hundreds of employees over many, many years – the scientific and 
economic potential of an indication has to be analyzed. As soon as the scope of segments is defined 
within the context of the segmentation process, a detailed medical and market analysis has to be 
elaborated. Companies need to analyze the epidemiology in detail, meaning companies have to ask 
themselves what type of patients and how many patients are affected by the indication, what the diag-
nosis rate is, what regional differences exist and how these aspects will change within the next 30 to 
40 years. This time horizon is important since a new product will not be launched until ten years after 
the decision on the R&D focus is made.  
 
Besides analyzing the epidemiology it is also necessary to ask, whether and what kind of therapeutic 
approaches already exist. This particularly concerns early targets that promise to develop into lead 
compounds. For this purpose literature researches, pertinent databases (e.g. IDDB3) and direct con-
tacts to opinion leaders and universities are used to determine whether any scientists and researchers 
around the world have already been working on given targets. Often these promising, early targets are 
not found in big pharmaceutical companies, but are explored by scientists in small companies or uni-
versities. It takes the effort of many functions within a company and external experts, to sufficiently 
analyze the potential of early targets (phase 0 and before). Of course, even in such an early stage, 
one has to consider whether an in-licensing or cooperation agreement can be attained for the target. 
 
On top of the purely scientific analysis of the potential, companies have to question at a very early 
stage, what a potential commercialization would look like. What target group should be addressed? 
What internal structures are needed for a successful commercialization? What regional differences 
have to be considered? What does the future price-level of the targeted therapy look like?  
We are definitely not giving away too much when saying that today a couple of research projects – 
although promising - are not further explored due to the low price-level of the indication. With research 
projects competing for the limited internal resources of a company, these projects simply have no 
chance.  
 
A comprehensive evaluation of attractiveness includes an analysis of the competitive environment. Is 
the market already occupied by big players – having products on the market and innovations in their 
pipelines – or is it mostly free of global competition? Such a competitive analysis often identifies 
niches that are interesting for a company's own R&D activities. 
  

 Source: CEPTON Strategies                                       high                          low              none  

Fig. 5
Competitive analysis of marketed portfolios and pipelines will identify niches to focus on
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At the same time, this step in finding the right strategy displays the direction other companies have 
chosen to take. The analysis of the competitive environment, the number of marketing authorization 
applications per indication and the R&D focus of main competitors will show, where to set one's own 
focus, in order to have a chance of being “first to market” and not be competing with big players (see 
fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6
The future competitive landscape can be anticipated by looking into the pipelines

Source: CEPTON Strategies     1) Review time autumn 2008      2) Refers to number of projects in each segment and is therefore lower than the number of active companies
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This method also reveals how even multinational companies that have been focusing on widespread 
diseases like Diabetes, Cardiac Insufficiency and Hypertension or Bacterial Infections now shift to 
therapeutic niches (see fig. 7). 
 

 

Fig. 7
Recent approvals by FDA and EMEA indicate a paradigm change

Source: CEPTON  Strategies    1) examples – non exclusive list    2) Invega Sustenna 3) Zyprexa Relprevv
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Opportunity review and quantification 
As soon as the scope of the future R&D activities has been narrowed down as described above, the 
next step will be a detailed opportunity review and quantification of individual targets.  
As shown in figure 8, each mode of action has to be identified and described, the future price and 
target group size (therapies per year) has to be determined and different in-licensing options, as well 
as research activities required for the remaining clinical stages have to be discussed.  
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Abb. 8
The pipeline assessment reveals opportunities, the remaining time to market and competitive intensity

 
 
The required financial investments and the time it takes to complete the clinical development of the 
identified targets, expected patent protection time and estimated peak sales must be defined. The last 
step of deducing a new TA strategy cannot be done without compiling the information described.  

Attractiveness evaluation 
The attractiveness evaluation consists of a comparative analysis, visualized in attractiveness matrices. 
Segments and targets are thereby evaluated with regard to their attractiveness along several criteria. 
 

 

Fig. 9: 
Various criteria have to be combined to allow for a sound attractiveness evaluation
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These criteria include the unmet medical needs, the number of available targets within an indication 
and the R&D risk, but also commercial aspects such as number of treated patients, achievable price 
level, market access hurdles and market commercialization requirements. Combining the different 
attractiveness criteria will identify and visualize the segments on which to base the corporate strategy. 
 
Finally, strategic options have to be developed that quantify the future of the company financially. This 
means, comprehensive strategic options are built, based on the identified targets, and quantified in 
form of business cases. The business cases need to describe in detail what in-licensing cost and roy-
alties have to be considered, how high the preclinical and clinical R&D investments will be, what finan-
cial resources will be required for market commercialization, what co-marketing or co-promotion 
agreements will be made and how these will affect the cost structure of the strategic option and last 
but not least, how the therapy price will develop over the next decades, following market entry. 

 

Strategic options and option quantification 
In order to describe the possible strategic options, criteria have to be defined that allow to differentiate 
the various options. Such criteria include “total investment required“, “time to break even“, “revenues 
at risk“, “percentage of licensing“ and of course estimated “top line” sales (will be employed?). The 
reason for this methodological process is that companies have to decide between different strategic 
options. The chosen strategic option will determine the company’s scope, within which future deci-
sions can be made. 
 
In addition to the strategic options, scenarios that depict non-controllable, external influences have to 
be developed. These scenarios serve as a foundation for future decisions. They allow for the simula-
tion of the statistical risk (success rates in dependence of clinical phases and milestones achieved), as 
well as the competitors’ behavior, market developments and price variability (see fig. 10). 
 
 

 

Fig. 10
Strategic options will compile all analysis and planning to comprehensive business scenarios

Source: CEPTON Strategies
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It is evident that the definition of “strategic options for research and development in pharmaceutical 
companies” involves juggling quite a few unknown variables. As unpredictable as pre-clinical and clini-
cal development is, it is highly important, that all variables and framework conditions applied in the 
development of a business case should be described in detail. A rolling R&D forecast and R&D con-
trolling over a period of 10 years and longer, that allows a company to make a sound decision on con-
tinuing or terminating a project, will only be possible, if this description was taken seriously.  
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Changes in only 2 or 3 of the framework conditions within the overall concept of variables, may lead to 
a completely new evaluation of the strategic option; they may change the setting of the strategic 
agenda completely and lead to a different allocation of the financial resources of the company. This 
shows the significance of re-evaluating the strategic option. And this re-evaluation is possible only if 
based on sound, continuous R&D controlling. 
 
When analyzing the activities of research-based companies over the last years, you will realize that, 
as a consequence of the described process, some therapeutic areas have become less attractive 
while for other indications the opposite was the case. Research-based pharmaceutical companies are 
more and more heading towards therapeutic areas that are covered by specialized physicians, consist 
of small target groups (physicians or patients) and have a high price-level. Companies try to avoid 
therapeutic areas that are highly competitive and prefer a local scope over a global scope. In addition, 
chronic diseases with a high unmet medical need will always be preferred to short-term therapies (see 
fig. 11). 
 

Criteria to leave Criteria to enter/stay

� GP dominated segment

� Large target groups

� Low prospective prices � small molecules

� Dominated by big Pharma

� Global scope (per se)

� Short therapies

� Little value added

� Difficult market access (total cost-benefit)

� To be developed “on your own”

� Developed in-house only

� Specialist focus

� Small target groups

� High prospective prices � biologicals

� Relatively low competition

� Regional approach

� Life-long (maintenance) therapies

� High unmet need

� Positive total cost-benefit

� Development alliances possible

� “license as late as possible”

Fig. 11
Typical attractiveness patterns have been re-shuffling R&D investments recently

Source: CEPTON Strategies  
  

Companies today also have to consider (and include the corresponding parameters in their clinical 
testing), if only in phase 0, whether a project will turn into an innovative therapy with a positive cost-
benefit ratio. Only if this is the case, it will make sense to start a multi-million euro project.  
 
 

 

Fig. 12
Announcements by Big-Pharma to enter certain therapeutic areas
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� Multiple Sclerosis� Multiple Sclerosis

� Duchenne’s disease (acquisition of Prosensa)� Duchenne’s disease (acquisition of Prosensa)

� Human Genetic Therapy Division focuses on Orphan Diseases� Human Genetic Therapy Division focuses on Orphan Diseases

� Focuses especially on Orphan Diseases� Focuses especially on Orphan Diseases

� Multiple Sclerosis� Multiple Sclerosis

Source: CEPTON Strategies  
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If you look at the R&D focus of global research-based pharmaceutical companies, you will realize that 
certain therapeutic areas – that follow the above mentioned criteria – have become very popular. This 
is true for Oncology and especially for Virology, Inflammatory Diseases and Degenerative Neurologi-
cal Diseases, just to mention a few. Figure 12 shows that pharmaceutical companies have now been 
setting their focus on these therapeutic areas.  
 
On the other hand it is pretty disillusioning to see how the in-licensing of targets that were once initi-
ated, do not seem very promising. If you take a close look at the R&D projects of the last years, you 
will realize that due to the growing in-licensing activities of the global pharmaceutical industry, the in-
licensed phase 1 and 2 projects have increased considerably, as compared with self-initiated projects. 
By contrast, marketing authorizations during the same period were mainly granted for self-initiated 
projects and much less for in-licensed projects.  
 
More than ever, pharmaceutical companies will have to shift their TA strategy. In addition to the de-
scribed key attractiveness factors of a proposed R&D focus and commercialization options, compa-
nies will have to consider the opportunities in the field of personalized medicine. Regardless of the 
different therapeutic areas, personalized medicine offers new therapeutic options, like stratified medi-
cine, vaccination and gene therapy. These options demand new, fundamental decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About CEPTON 
 
CEPTON, a globally acting strategy consulting firm, has its roots in one of the most renowned consult-
ing firms globally. Our company was founded to provide a new consulting approach and advice to 
clients who are seeking solutions for their strategic questions. We believe in small teams of senior 
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CEPTON relies on the in-depth knowledge of a specific sector of activity as its mainstay. It is not ge-
neric methods but knowledge matured over the years in a given national and international industry 
environment that will generate success.  
Our services are built on partnership with our clients and rely on the quality of our executives who are 
time-tested in finding customized solutions together with our clients rather than for them. We offer 
experts to work as interim managers of our clients' companies, if desired, where they take an active 
responsible part in driving the implementation in a timely and effective manner. 
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